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This massive intrusion of the digital into all aspects of business life begs a certain number of
questions and this special issue welcomes papers that look at interaction, relationships and
networks in this digital era. Some themes of interest include are broad in nature, questioning
the very theoretical foundations of business marketing and purchasing. Others cover specific
issues or aspects. Themes may likewise tackle the problem from different viewpoints:
methodology, theoretical frameworks, managerial consequences etc.
Industrial marketing and purchasing approaches have evolved essentially around ideas
relating to the specifics of industrial buying, the importance of buyer seller relationships, and
more recently the importance of taking into consideration the network concept and buyer
seller relationships in their relationship context. Areas of research taking into account these
perspectives vary from purchasing, with derivatives such as sustainable purchasing,
international purchasing etc., through to themes such as industrial marketing, project
marketing, solution selling and so on.
Over the last couple of decades however we have entered into the digital era, and in particular
over the last 5 to 10 years with the appearance of such digital phenomena as the Internet,
including the Internet of things, social media, digital communication, big data, and
digititization. Recent events linked to Covid and associated phenomena such as social
distancing have accentuated the digital effect.
This massive intrusion of the digital into all aspects of business life begs a certain number of
questions and this special issue welcomes papers that look at interaction, relationships and
networks in this digital era. Some themes of interest include are broad in nature, questioning
the very theoretical foundations of business marketing and purchasing. Others cover specific
issues or aspects. Themes may likewise tackle the problem from different viewpoints:
methodology, theoretical frameworks, managerial consequences etc. Some questions of interest
include but are not limited to:
•
•
•
•

To what extent does the digital era affect the very foundation of marketing principles and
concepts and in particular business marketing ?
What is the impact of the digital era on the emergence, development and demise of buyer
seller relationships ?
What is the future role for the social dimension of exchange processes on business markets
faced with digital impact ?
How have network dynamics been shaped or changed in the digital era ?

•
•

What are the new networks capabilities needed to succeed in a digital era?
What role does trust play in a digitally enhanced environment?
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Submission
All papers should be submitted through the Journal’s submission process, i.e., ScholarOne
Manuscript Central online submission system. Please make sure you select the special issue
“Interactions, relationships and networks in a digital era” when submitting your
manuscript. For details on how to submit using Manuscript Central, please, see the (JBIM)
author guidelines.
Details of paper content, length, and due date
The deadline for full paper submissions is January 31, 2021. The submissions must conform
to JBIM’s author guidelines (see link below). These guidelines will also steer authors through
the submission process. Articles submitted should not have been published before in their
current (or substantially similar) form and should not be under consideration for publication
elsewhere. Please see Emerald's originality guidelines for further details.
Further information
For questions regarding the content of this special issue, please contact the guest editors:

Professor Robert Spencer,
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robert.spencer@kedgebs.com
Associate Professor Catherine Sutton-Brady,
The University of Sydney Business School, Sydney, Australia
catherine.suttonbrady@sydney.edu.au
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